Abstract. Riemann and Lebesgue-type integrations can be employed to represent operators on normed function spaces whose norms are not stronger than sup-norm by T(f) = j fdp where n is determined by the action of T on the simple functions. The real-valued absolutely continuous functions on [0, 1] are not in the closure of the simple functions in the B V norm, and hence such an integral representation of an operator is not obtainable. In this paper the authors develop a v-integral whose structure depends on fundamental functions different than simple functions. This integral is as computable as the Riemann integral. By using these fundamental functions, the authors are able to obtain a direct, analytic representation of the linear functionals on AC which are continuous in the B V norm in terms of the 77-integral. Further, the t>-integral gives a characterization of the dual of AC in terms of the space of fundamentally bounded set functions which are convex with respect to length. This space is isometrically isomorphically identified with the space of Lipschitz functions anchored at zero with the norm given by the Lipschitz constant, which in turn is isometrically isomorphic to L". Hence a natural identification exists between the classical representation and the one given in this paper. The results are extended to the vector setting.
1. Introduction. Riemann and Lebesgue integration are intimately related to the sup-norm topology on the function space and to function approximation in the sup-norm topology by step functions and simple functions respectively, where a simple function is a finite sum of scalars times characteristic functions of Lebesgue measurable sets. This close relationship is perpetuated in various abstractions of the integration process, including those given in [2] , [3] , [4] , [11] , [12] , and [13] . In [3] the authors demonstrated that if a space of functions is contained in the sup-norm closure of a collection of simple functions, then any transformation T(f) which is continuous in a norm weaker than sup-norm has an integral representation. In [February of interest since that time. T. H. Hildebrandt [6] has given a representation for the continuous functionals on the class BVq1 in terms of a Stieltjes-type integral involving functions defined on a space whose elements are collections of nonoverlapping intervals. Using the notation introduced in [6] one can obtain a characterization for the continuous functionals on the absolutely continuous functions as follows: For Iy and I2 in #, define the distance between F and I2 to be d(Iu I2) =p(IyAI2), the Lebesgue measure of the symmetric difference. Then ß is continuous on the metric space S if and only if a is absolutely continuous. Since any metric space is normal, it follows from Theorem 2 in [1, p. 262 ] that the continuous functionals are characterized by integrals with respect to regular bounded additive measures on the field generated by the closed sets in $• We remark that one can obtain similar representations for vector-valued functions using the results in [4] . Dunford-Schwartz indicate [1, p. 374 ] that such characterizations are not entirely satisfactory. Hildebrandt also has given [5] a representation with respect to a more conventional integral for the functionals on BV0X which are continuous in the weak topology, and indicates that by his method a representation can be obtained for the functionals on BV¿ continuous in the sup-norm topology. Such a representation is also obtainable from the main theorem in [3] . Furthermore, the work in [3] seems to indicate that the historical type of integral representation theorem cannot be obtained for the functionals on a function space with norm stronger than supnorm, or at least in a function space with a norm in which the simple functions are not dense. The space BV¿ with the variational norm is such a space since for any continuous BVq1 function / and any simple function s it follows that ||/-s\BV max {Vèfi V¿s}.
The technique for obtaining integral type representation theorems has been to consider the action of a functional Fon a dense subset of functions (historically the characteristic functions of a certain class of sets) from which a set function is obtained. Integration of a function / with respect to this set function then gives T(f). It is well known that the step functions are dense in the set S of saltus functions [8, p. 219] or break functions [6] of bounded variation in the BV¿ norm and we shall show that the closure of the polygonal functions in the BVl norm is precisely the set AC of absolutely continuous functions. Identification of an appropriate decomposition of a polygonal function into elementary functions leads to the notion of a generalized Stieltjes-type integral of a set function K with respect to a point function/. For brevity we shall denote the integral by v\K-df, and shall refer to it as the v-integral. The characterization of {S ® AC)* is then made in terms of the ¿¿-integral and a class of set functions.
Dunford-Schwartz [1, p. 343] give a characterization of AC* in terms of a Lebesgue integral of the product of the derivative/' off and a function g from F°°. The ^-integral representation given in this paper enjoys a computability not shared by the above mentioned representation and requires no knowledge of Lebesgue integration. The space of Lipschitz functions on [0, 1] are shown to be isometric and isomorphic to the collection of set functions which characterize AC* and then the identification of the g in the Dunford-Schwartz representation with the K in the representation given herein is made. In this process we give a representation of AC* in terms of an integral involving a Lipschitz function (which is a generalization of the Stieltjes integral and also is a generalization of the integral given by Lane [7] ).
Consider the functional T(f)=f(l)-/(0) on BV¡. If £is restricted to AC, then the representation given in [1] is £(/)=£¡If'gdp (we suppose/(0)=0 for simplicity). The ge Loe associated with T is thus in the equivalence class generated by g asi. If C represents the Cantor function, then Ce BV¿ but C $ AC. Since f'g is integrable (Lebesgue) for fe BV¿ and geLx, we can consider the action of the integral representation on C and find £(C) = 0. In fact, for each £ on AC, the integral representation in [1] gives £ ¡\ C'g=0. However, the representation given herein for £ which maps/e AC to f(l)-f(0) extends immediately to all of BV¿ and gives for eachfe BVrj the value/(l)-/(0).
We give in the last section of this paper a more complete discussion of this issue and a sufficient condition on the set function K (or on the associated Lipschitz function £) so that v J" Kdf generates a continuous map on BVq.
2. A characterization of AC. In this section we identify the desired dense set of functions and establish that an appropriate limit with respect to the net of partitions exists. Since/-g=A for some constant A implies \\f-g||fiy = 0, we shall always choose the representative element/from each class in BVrj so that/(0) = 0.
2.1. Theorem. The space AC of absolutely continuous functions with the BVl norm is complete and is the closure of the set P of polygonal functions in the BVq norm.
Proof. If / is absolutely continuous, then /' is an Ll function. Hence there exists a sequence s¡ of step functions converging to /' in the L1 norm. Let pt(x) = J*o Si dp.. Then pt is polygonal and Wf-PiWsv = L\C\(f-Pi)'\ dp. = If'-sAt}.
Consequently </7¡> converges to/in the BVq norm.
Conversely if </7¡> is a Cauchy sequence of polygonal functions which is Cauchy in the BVo norm, then </>!> = <i(> is a sequence of £1 functions Cauchy in the £1 norm. Thus there exists an £1 function /' such that <j¡> zr^/', or equivalently (.Pi) ¿t>/where/is the indefinite integral ¡x0f dp. It is possible to show that Cauchy sequences </j¡> of polygonal functions converge to an AC function with a calculus type argument which does not require any knowledge of L1. Since such a proof gives insight and shows that the sequence </>¡> is ultimately equi-absolutely continuous we next outline such a proof. The sum of the first and third terms on the right of (1) can be made small by sufficiently large choice of «. The sum of the middle terms on the right of (1) is less than ||p"||By But supn ||p"||Bv is finite and hence the left side of (1) is bounded independent of a, and is an increasing function of a. Thus fie BV.
Choose M so that n,m>M implies \pn-pA]BV<e and let Aifi=f(xi+y)-f(xt). Then (2) 21 such that 2 |ji -*i| <S we have
Except for the peculiar grouping of the second term on the right of (3), this is a straightforward decomposition. The sum of all first and fourth terms can be made less than e/3 for sufficiently large n. The sum of the second terms on the right of (3) is dominated by \\pn-Pm\\bv<e/3 and the sum of the third terms on the right of (3) is less than e/3 because of the absolute continuity of pM. This shows that fie AC and it is also clear that if <pn> is a Cauchy sequence of AC functions in the jBKo norm, then for £>0 there exists S and N such that 2 |ji-*t| <S and n>N implies 2 \Pniy¡)-PÁXt)\<e-2.2. Theorem. Let pfi represent the polygonal function with corners at precisely the points (xi,f(xi))for x¡ e a. Then fie AC implies lim" pfa=f in the BVo1 norm.
Proof. Let qn be a sequence of polygonal functions converging to /in the BV¿ norm. Let <j represent the values of x at which qn has corners. Then \\pfia -qn\\av = \\f-an\\ since 2<r W(pP-an)\ is precisely the variation of pf"-qn and is also an approximating sum to the value of ||/-?nlUv which is obtained as the limit with respect to subdivisions of a nondecreasing function of subdivisions. Thus if \\f-<7n¡Bv<£ we conclude that for o beyond o-, Wf-Pfo-Uv Ú ||/-?»|U+||?»-/!/;-||inr <, II/-Í» || BV + II?» -/|| BV < 2«.
2.3. Theorem. Let \o\ represent max {|xi+1-x¡|} for xi+x, x¡ e <r. Then fe AC implies \imíaí_0pfa=f
in BVr} norm.
Proof. Let ox be a partition such that a2 finer than ox implies || pf"2 -pfai || Bv < «/3.
Let Sj be a number such that 2 \yt~xt\< &x implies 2 \f(y¡) -f(Xi)\<e/3. Let TV be the number of points in ax and choose a' to be any partition so that |cr'| = S< 8X/2N. Let a=a * ax, that is, <r is the union of all points x such that xe a' or xeox. Since a is finer than ax, we have \\pfa-f\\ <e/3. LetA={[xt,xi+x] \ xhxt+xecT and either xt e ox or xi+xeox}. Then if [zuzi+x]e A we conclude that |zi+1 -zt\ <8<8X/2N, and hence 2a |r,+i-zf|<8i.
since \\pf<,-pfo-\\Bv = I.A\\pfc-pf<,-\\Bv Ia WpÍoWbv + Ia \\pfo-\\Bv<eP + eß, we have Wf-Pfo-Uv ^ \\f-pfo\\BV+\\pfc-pfa'\\BV < e for any a with |ct'| < S.
3. The integral. In this section we define and discuss the concepts relevant to the integral involved in the representation theorems. Hence, it follows that v J* K-dp = J.a A^AT//,).
Proof. For each i we show that
from which the lemma follows. First observe that p has constant slope on the interval [x¡, xi+1]. Hence, for each y we have
Since K is convex, then
from which the above desired equality follows. 4.3. Remark. We note that one does not need convexity of K to generate a linear functional from v \ Kdf This is somewhat surprising until one realizes that in case of the Lebesgue integral one does not require additivity of a measure p. to generate a linear functional £ If dp.. The point is, once one has generated a linear functional from a bounded set function, then there exists an additive (in the case of Lebesgue) or a convex (in Theorem 4.2) set function which generates the same transformation. Thus in Theorem 3. T. H. Hildebrandt [5] has used such a representation to represent functionals continuous in the weak topology and observes (and we use his notation) that if g e BV, then lim, ga=g in the sup-norm topology. We remark further that if s e BV is a saltus or break function, then limff sa=s in the BV norm, and consequently we refer the interested reader to the development in [5] for a more revealing representation theorem than that given in this paper for S*.
If we denote by B the set of all bounded point functions and if we denote by Q the set of all fundamentally bounded convex set functions with norms given by the fundamental bound, then (S © AC)* = S* © AC* = (B © B) © Í2. If one desires to consider functions which are not zero at zero then one must form the direct sum of the preceding characterizations with R, where £ denoted the real numbers.
We now return to a calculus for v J K-df defined on/e AC and make several identifications. In the next three theorems we establish the isomorphism between Í2 and SC.
6.4. Lemma. If KeQ., then there is a unique Lipschitz function FK anchored at zero given by FK(x) = xK( (0, x]) . Furthermore, the Lipschitz constant is WK.
Proof. Since K is convex with respect to length, FK(b)-FK(a) = (b-a)K((a, A] ). Since K is fundamentally bounded it follows that FK is Lipschitz, and since WK is the fundamental bound for K it follows that WK is the Lipschitz constant for FK. 6.6. Remark. In view of 6.5, an alternate form for the representation theorem 4.2 is Tif) = lim<,J.aAlfAiFIAlx=ldfdF/dx, the last integral being the Hellinger integral^).
We summarize in the following theorem.
6.7. Theorem. FAe space O is isometrically isomorphic to J? with the isomorphism given by K<r^ FK. Hence, it follows that AC* is isometrically isomorphic to f£.
We now relate 4.2 to the classical representation theorem given in [1] and show that, for at least some elements Te AC*, Theorem 4.2 gives a more delineating representation of the norm preserving extension of F on BV than that of [1] . First we observe the following lemma without proof. This theorem essentially says that the most natural of all possible relations exists between our representation and that in [1] , i.e., the isomorphism between the characterization of AC* as £°° and the characterization of AC* as Q isomorphic to =S? is given by g <->£<-> KG <-> G=L j g.
Proof of 6.10. We first establish 6.10 for the case/e Cx and geC. Then v J" Kdf is given by Next the result is established for/e Cx and g e £°°. There is a bounded sequence {gn} in C which converges to g in the £1 norm. Then Theorem 6.9 implies v j KGn ■ df converges to v \ KG-df where Gn(x)=L JJ gn for each n.
For each n, we know v j KGndf=L ¡f'gn and by the Bounded Convergence Theorem £ \f'gn converges to £ \f'g. Hence, v J KGdf=L \f'g.
Finally we establish the full result. We suppose/e AC and geLm. Lemma 6.8 implies that there is a sequence {/"} in Cx which converges to /in the BV norm. Hence, it follows that limn v | KG-dfn = v j KGdf For each n we have shown that [February v J* Ka-fn = ¡fng-Since/converges to/in the fiFnorm, it follows that/converges to/' in the F, norm. Since for /in L1 and g in F°° we have \\fg\ < ||g||«, J" |/|, it follows that lim" F J/n'g = F j/'g, from which we have z; J Kadfi=L ¡f'g. 6.11. Corollary.
Suppose fie AC and KeQ, and suppose F(x) = v ¡XQ K-df.
Then, the relation between F and fi is given by F' =f'G'K a.e.
We close this section with the following development which gives a sufficient condition on a convex set function K such that the f-integral with respect to K of every BV function will exist (Corollary 6.14).
6.12. Theorem (2) . Suppose {Kn} is a sequence of fundamentally bounded set functions which converge to the set function Kin the fundamental bound sense. Suppose further that fie BV which is v-integrable with respect to each Kn. Then K is fundamentally bounded, fis v-integrable with respect to K, and limn v j Kndf=v J" K-df.
Proof. Observe that I» JKn-df-vJKm-dfi\ = ¡v j(Kn-KJ-dfj è WiKn-Km)\\fi\\BV. functional on BV. This observation along with Theorems 6.12 and 6.13 yield the following.
6.14. Corollary.
If g is in the sup-norm closure of the step functions, and if G(x)=L¡xg, then T(f) = v ¡ KGdf exists for every fe BV and hence TeBV*.
7. The »integral in the vector-valued setting. In this section we suppose A" is a Banach space and that Y is an LNS, and B[X, Y] is the LNS of bounded operators from X into Y. The variation of an ^-valued function / is defined to be V¿f= sup, 2 l|A/|| and BV(X) denotes the LNS of ^-valued functions of bounded variation which are 9X (the additive identity of X) at 0, with ||/||Bv(X)= VIf-Define the space of X-valued absolutely continuous functions, AC(X), in the natural, analogous fashion. We mean by an X-valued polygonal function a function of the form p = ¿ixirHt-xi, where x{ e X for each i. Let F denote the closure of £, the X-valued polygonal functions, in the BV norm. It is not known if Y = AC. However, we show r<=^4C in the following theorem.
7.1. Theorem. If{pn} is a sequence of polygonal functions which is Cauchy in the BV norm, then there is a function fe AC such that {pn} converges to fin the BV norm.
The proof follows as in the second proof of 2.1. The following theorem generalizes two theorems from earlier sections. The proof follows as earlier and is therefore omitted. In the event Y is complete, then the above two theorems yield the following corollary.
